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well-known for its incredible vehicles. From its very inception, the company produced vehicles
that were directly rivaling the most popular Ford automobiles. As time went by, Chevrolet
cemented its reputation at home and expanded its operations abroad. Today, the names
Camaro and Corvette are synonymous with sportiness and exclusivity. The Corvette C3 is
among the most iconic Corvettes ever made. When ranking the best Corvettes ever made , the
C3 definitely comes in the top three. Though some of its engines were simply disappointing, the
technology and widespread tuning available today can turn this great classic into an absolute
monster. The Corvette C3 is the third generation Corvette and the second time Chevrolet
branded its high-end muscle car the Stingray. Produced between and , the C3 went through
numerous changes, including a drastic diminution of its power output. That being said, C3s
produced before the Malaise Era were quite impressive. This C3 is among the greatest classic
Corvette restomods that gearheads have ever seen. First of all, the car does not look overly
modified. Second, the insane 7. Corvettes are coolâ€”there is no denying that. However, in
sunny states, the must-have is a Corvette convertible. Imagine driving down Pacific Coast
Highway in a sick old school Corvette. This is the definition of success. However, it is always
possible to enhance that amazing feeling by giving a classic Corvette some aftermarket parts.
This Corvette C3 convertible is a true marvel. The car was given some truly impressive rims.
The paint job sure is mesmerizing, but it is nothing compared to the powerplant that is found in
the engine bay. The original ci V8 was replaced by a much bigger ci engine that produces hp
and lb-ft of torque. The very first year the C3 was produced, the car was a huge upgrade from
the previous edition. The newer Stingray was powered at best with the infamous L88
powerplant. Rated at hp, the ''69 Corvette C3 was nothing to be looked down upon. However, if
the engine bay could accommodate the L88, it could also welcome more modern engines. This
C3 is unlike most C3s. The car was fitted with a 7. The engine is also coupled with a six-speed
transmission and a brand-new chassis. This pro-tourer was featured at SEMA a couple of years
back. It is fair to say that this C3 deserved to be shown to the public. It is fair to say that the C3
is a beautifully designed vehicle. Like most Corvettes, the C3 was diligently engineered by the
best Chevrolet employees. As a result, the car came out looking absolutely stunning. On top of
being incredibly beautiful, the C3 was originally capable of handling like a race car.
Unfortunately, the background information on this Corvette C3 is unavailable. However, it is fair
to assume that the car was given some intelligently chosen aftermarket parts. When looking at
the rims and cowl hood, it is safe to say this C3 packs a lot more punch than most stock C3s.
The best part about oldies is the fact that they can be enhanced in order to look even better.
Thanks to the skilled tuners and technology available today, it is possible to turn a regular
Corvette into a demonic beast. Not only does the car look like a million bucks, it can also
perform really well on the track. This pro-touring C3 Corvette widebody is nicknamed "Rambo".
It's highly unlikely that anything named Rambo is weak. The original 5. This is a very decent
amount of power for a somewhat amateur-made pro-touring car. It is often wrongly believed that
modifying a classic car involves adding a myriad of stickers and an oversized wing. This could
not be further away from the truth. There are a plethora of builds out there that look extremely
simplistic despite the amount of work that was put into the car. Yellow may not be everybody's
color of choice, however, this bee-like C3 pulls it off quite nicely. The original engine was swiftly
replaced by a ProCharger D1 supercharged ci V8 that produces hp and lb-ft of torque. This is
one fast Corvette C3. Over the last decade or so, intricate paint jobs sort of fell out of style. As
wraps became more popular thanks to their modularity, paint jobs costing thousands of dollars
were simply forgotten. Wraps are great despite the fact that several car owners often go with the
most laughable wraps made available. This wrapped C3 is the sort of classic Corvette restomod
car fans prefer to drive over the new C8. This C3 is not overly powered like some restomod C3s
out there. However, as far as aesthetics are concerned, this C3 received what is best out there.

The Forgeline rims combined with the matte blue wrap are simply breathtaking. When the
restomod trend really picked up some wind, most people with a decrepit oldie started dreaming
about giving their once beloved car a second youth. Though not everybody is financially
capable of turning a barn find into a hp car, it is possible to generate some serious profit
depending on what is sitting in the garage. This C3 is worth quite a bunch of cash. After being
completely restomodded, it was given a second life. The sluggish original engine was replaced
by a 6. That is not too shabby. Built by Hardcore Engine Builders, this C3 will certainly turn
heads. There are times when tuners modify their cars following trends that are not really
popular among domestic gearheads. For example, most car enthusiasts would lose their minds
if they stumbled across a Shelby GT with negative camber, a huge wing, and a manga vinyl
wrap. The build story behind this green Mamba Corvette is quite insane. This wild beast was
modified in order to be the best restomod pro-tourer out there. The list of modifications is way
too long to enumerate each and every single one of them. The ci V8 was tossed out in order to
make room for a much more potent LS7. With a power output of hp, this green monster will for
sure be a show-stopper. Chances are you'll pull up to car meets in a beautiful Corvette C3
similar to this midnight blue pro-tourer. A pro-tourer does not have to look like a complete race
car. It can also look like a highly-modified daily driver. This C3 is the perfect example. The ci
was replaced by an LS engine, however, the information relating to the engine's power output is
not available. This C3 is nonetheless gorgeous and ready to tear up its rivals. Max Veron is an
avid fan of anything equipped with a powerful engine. By Max Veron Published Jan 10, Share
Share Tweet Email Comment. Via classic. Via superchevy. Via corvetteforum. Via Pinterest. Via
musclecardefinition. Via corvetteblogger. Via autoevolution. Via forgeline. Via ls1tech. Related
Topics Muscle Cars Chevrolet. Max Veron Articles Published Max Veron is an avid fan of
anything equipped with a powerful engine. At Corvsport. The good news is that we have
organized everything by year model. Production numbers, options, VIN codes, colors and much
much more. This is your Corvette specs research hub. While most of the world wants to know
about the specs for the new C8 Corvette, we know that our readers have research needs that go
back a little further. That's why we put together this page, a guide to finding all the Corvette
specs you could ever need. Organized by generation and model year, you can dive into
everything from engine specs and performance specs to weight and dimensions. Beyond that
we also cover factory options, VIN numbers and much more. Enjoy diving into all the Corvette
specifications you could ever need as you research. The car had a uniquely masculine,
muscular, almost predatory look. Below, we have all the Corvette C1 specs, from performance
numbers to recall information, options, colors and pricing. All the C1 Corvette specs are broken
out by year model. Below, we have all the Corvette C2 specs, from performance numbers to
recall information, options, colors and pricing. All the C2 Corvette specs are broken out by year
model. As before, the car was available in either coupe or convertible models, but coupe was
now a notchback fitted with a near-vertical removable rear window and removable roof panels
T-tops. Below, we have all the Corvette C3 specs, from performance numbers to recall
information, options, colors and pricing. All the C3 Corvette specs are broken out by year
model. David R. Few cars in history have ever been more eagerly anticipated than the arrival of
the C4 Corvette. Below, we have all the Corvette C4 specs, from performance numbers to recall
information, options, colors and pricing. All the C4 Corvette specs are broken out by year
model. The C5 was built utilizing an LS1 engine. Rated at horsepower, this engine provided
drivers a significant power gain over the outgoing C4. Below, we have all the Corvette C5 specs,
from performance numbers to engine specs, options, colors and pricing. All the C5 Corvette
specs are broken out by year model. Below, we have all the Corvette C6 specs, from
performance numbers to engine specs, options, colors and pricing. All the C6 Corvette specs
are broken out by year model. The latest and greatest C7 Corvette is the best looking Corvette
in our eyes. Below, we have all the Corvette C7 specs, from performance numbers to engine
specs, options, colors and pricing. All the C7 Corvette specs are broken out by year model.
Below, we have all the Corvette C8 specs, from performance numbers to engine specs, options,
colors and pricing. All the C8 Corvette specs are broken out by year model. Corvettes For Sale.
Submit News. Every Model. Every Year. Corvette Specs by Year. Specifications for all C1
Corvette models and variants. Specifications for all C5 Corvette models and variants. C6
Corvette Specs. C7 Corvette Specs. See all results. This website uses cookies to ensure you get
the best experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies.
Learn More. Okay, thanks. Occasionally seen as polarizing, the C3 garnered both praise and
criticism for its radical design, purpose and driving dynamics. Expectations were huge when
the model launched. Even today, the Sting Ray is widely regarded as one of the best Corvette
models ever made. The pressure to build an appropriate C2 successor did not only come from
the expectations set by the previous generation, though. Competitors like Pontiac, Buick, and

even Chevy themselves were developing powerful and inexpensive cars with stellar straight-line
performance. If the Corvette was to keep up, it had to distinguish itself somehow other than with
pure acceleration, a fact that Duntov and Mitchell knew all too well. All three agreed that the
front engine layout should be scrapped, and they planned their designs accordingly. Winchell
based his concept on a rear-engine design with styling cues taken from the Porsche and current
Chevrolet Corvair. Duntov and Mitchell based their mid-engine design on the Mako Shark
concept. Styling elements included a pointed nose, steeply raked roofline, and a flat, duck-tail
rear-end design, all of which made their concept look aggressive and futuristic. Despite the
desire to create a mid-engined Corvette, budgetary constraints, the lack of appropriate mid or
rear-engine parts compatibility, and weight distribution issues prevented the C3 from truly
being what its designers envisioned. The front-engine layout along with the chassis and
independent rear suspension would both be carried over from the previous C2 Corvette. To
accommodate this, the C3 concept would have to be re-worked from its initial mid-engine
compatible design to a more conventional design. Billy Mitchell hired new designer Larry
Shinoda to take on the task. The resulting concept would be the Mako Shark II, a design that
could have taken on the mid-engine layout if anything were to progress toward that end. In , a
non-functioning concept was built and shown to the public to garner excitement, followed by a
fully functional version. After a short hiatus, a more reasonably designed second run concept
was introduced which provided a more realistic image of the soon-to-be C3 Vette. The C3
debuted for the model year. It closely resembled the second-run Mako II concept car shown to
the public in Production models were essentially a marriage between the previous generation
Corvette and the Mako II concept model. It was not as sharp and aggressively styled as the
Mako II, but the chassis, suspension, and even some engine options remained the same. The
two-speed Powerglide transmission from the previous generation was replaced by the
three-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic automatic transmission. A three-speed or four-speed manual
transmission was also offered. The C3 came as a coupe or convertible. Corvette convertibles
could be had with a removable hardtop while Corvette T-top coupes had removable roof panels
and rear window. There were plenty of engine choices. The prized L88 big-block engines were
fitted with two-barrel Holley carburetors and Muncie manual transmissions. For fitment and
inadvertent styling points, C3s equipped with big-block engines received a sizeable elevated
hood bulge to accommodate the larger engine size over the small-block versions. Minimal
upgrades to the C3s included an optional trunk rack, smaller steering wheel, a stiffer frame,
wider wheels, optional side pipe exit exhaust, and the iconic Corvette Stingray name,
designated by a chrome fender plate. Small-block engines were upgraded to cubic inches for ,
producing greater compression ratios. As with many new vehicle redesigns, the first year of the
C3 Corvette was met with criticism from the media. Build quality, styling, and other things were
critiqued harshly. But by the second year, GM had worked out many of these issues. By , it was
clear that change was on the horizon. Minor exterior changes in included a revised egg-crate
style grille and side fender vents, deeper fenders, rectangular exhaust cutouts, and side marker
lights. Interior changes were also minor but attempted to create a more inviting atmosphere for
the passengers. Increased headroom, wood-grain trim, and door to door carpeting. A new
engine option was introduced in The small-block LT-1 featured a Holley four-barrel carburetor
and produced horsepower. All the other small-block engine options from remained the same
while both the big-block engines â€” the LS5, producing horsepower, and LS7, producing
horsepower â€” increased from cubic inches to cubic inches. The LT-1 notably dropped from a
reported horsepower to horsepower while the LS5 saw its horsepower rating fall to Another new
cubic inch engine, the LS6, was offered for which produced horsepower. It replaced the
canceled LS7 engine from the previous year. The ZR1 and ZR2 racing packages were available
to the public. Both included an upgraded suspension, upgraded radiator, and a special
close-ratio four-speed transmission. Emissions further choked the engine options for The ZR2
package was no longer offered because the LS6 was discontinued. The base ZQ-3 engine only
produced horsepower while the LT-1 was downgraded to horsepower, and the LS5 produced
horsepower. The three-speed manual transmission was also dropped in favor of a standard
four-speed manual for the model year. The C3 came with some significant changes. It would be
the 20th anniversary of the Corvette and mid-cycle refresh was in order. Though the front-end
design had not changed, the iconic pointy chrome nose and grille were replaced by safer
urethane bumpers. The egg-crate fender vents were replaced with a single vent cutout. The
vacuum-operated windshield wiper panel was gone and the hood was extended to obscure the
wipers. The removable rear window was now fixed in place. Rear bumpers were angled
downward as opposed to the upward-pointing trunk lid which had always housed the round
iconic Corvette taillights. Fender flairs extended out to give the profile a more aggressive look.
An upgraded radiator, automatic transmission, and power steering pump were all fitted for

models. Radial tires, steel door beams, lap and shoulder belts, and safety bumpers were
equipped to meet increasing federal safety standards. Cabin noise deadening was added to
provide better comfort while traveling, a move that further solidified its place as a developing
grand tourer rather than a hard-core sports car with muscle. The base small-block L46 V8
engine coughed out horsepower. The L82 small-block managed slightly better with horsepower
while the lone big-block option, the LS4, pumped out horsepower. The Corvette still offered an
increasingly luxurious driving experience with a good amount of comparable performance.
Despite itself and its struggles, sales numbers were stronger than ever. It was the first Corvette
to have a catalytic converter fitted to the car, the first year a true dual exhaust setup was not
equipped, and the first year a big-block engine option was not offered. Even though the C3
would be a decade old after the model year and major regulatory changes had all but neutered
the iconic sports car, saw over , units sold, with seeing the ,th Corvette roll off the assembly
line. Only two engine choices were available: the ZQ3 cubic inch small-block which produced
horsepower and the L82 small-block which produced horsepower. The base engine produced
horsepower and the L82 was bumped to horsepower. A new ignition system, a fuel tank
emission control system, and a light-on warning system marked new changes for For , the cowl
induction hood was eliminated, steel floor panels were added, aluminum wheels were added,
two rear bumper assemblies were available with different Corvette lettering, power steering,
power brakes, and a new steering wheel was offered. The Stingray badge was removed from the
Corvette in and replaced with the current racing flag emblem present on Corvettes today. The
radio, climate controls, and dashboard gauges were all restyled to add functionality and
simplicity with leather seating becoming standard. The economy was recovering, the oil crisis
was over, and the Corvette was returning record high sales numbers. David McLellan had not
fully gotten involved with the continuing evolution of the C3 Corvette, but subtle changes
continued marching the Corvette forward into and As such the Silver Anniversary Edition was
offered to buyers but was little more than a special silver over gray paint scheme with a
pinstripe, special anniversary badging, sport mirrors, and aluminum wheels. An Indy Pace Car
version of the Corvette was also created as part of the celebration and featured the opposite
black over silver paint scheme from the Silver Anniversary Edition. Front and rear spoilers,
special interior colors, and revised leather seating were part of the Corvette Pace Car. Regular
Corvettes were offered with both anniversary package options with replica paint schemes and
features. A new instrument gauge cluster, glass T-top panels, wider tires, and a revised
anti-theft system were also equipped. The base small-block L48 produced horsepower, and the
L82 produced , which could be exclusively paired with a close-ratio four-speed manual or an
upgraded Hydra-Matic three-speed automatic transmission. Critics praised the and Corvettes
for their revised styling and good performance for the day, while the special editions were a big
hit among consumers. Because of this, the last piece of the C3 Corvette puzzle was put in place
by the final C3 Collector Edition before the next-generation C4 Corvette would start the next
chapter. Economic woes and another fuel shortage again took their toll on what the Corvette
would become in the next few years. One bright spot in Corvette history shined through in when
production moved from St. Louis, Missouri, to Bowling Green, Kentucky, proving instrumental
in better build quality that had been lacking in C3 Corvettes for years. Weight loss was a
priority, and the use of aluminum and other revised materials throughout the car helped.
Starting the next year, a single engine, called the L81, replaced both the L48 and L82 engines. It
produced horsepower, lb-ft of torque, and featured stainless steel exhaust manifolds with
additional cooling from an electric fan. Computer Control Command was introduced to help with
emissions by controlling ignition timing and the air-fuel mixture within the engine. Additional
paint options were also added, including several two-tone paint schemes. It produced
horsepower and lb-ft of torque. Unfortunately, a manual transmission was not available for
models with a four-speed automatic being the only option. Its futuristic and stylish design was
and continues to be one of the most recognizable in American history. Though it did not change
that much from year-to-year, its transformation from to is quite evident. Emission standards,
economic downturns, and fuel shortages dictated what the Corvette would be from one model
year to the next. Despite this, it survived, and it went on to set sales records still unbeaten
today. Its longevity, adaptation to ever-stringent regulations and evolved styling have all made
the C3 one of the more popular Corvettes. Some aficionados even believe its performance
relative to the models of today make it less desirable than it should be on the collector market.
Values are starting to rise, though, and the C3 is well-known as a good platform with which to
work, improve, and ultimately enjoy as a true iconic Corvette. Buying Guides Share. By Autolist
Editorial November 7, The Early Years: The C3 debuted for the model year. Naturally, it was
produced with a fiberglass body. Enthusiasts had embraced the new C3, and sales numbers
were proving it. Major Changes: The C3 came with some significant changes. Emissions

regulations continued to erode this mentality in For further performance enhancement, the
Gymkhana Suspension Package increased handling. The Transitional Years: marked the
beginning of the true transitional years for the third-generation Corvette C3. Rising Again: The
economy was recovering, the oil crisis was over, and the Corvette was returning record high
sales numbers. View Chevy Corvette C3s for Sale. Crate engines are typically the most
cost-effective way to add horsepower with minimal labor. The same goes for transplanting an
LS-series engine into your Shark, and you could conceivably save a few bucks buying in bulk,
so to speak. You have many crate engine options, including Chevy small-block and big-block.
The current crop of LS engines is widely regarded as the best small-block pushrod V-8 engine
platform currently available. When someone says he or she is looking for a crate engine, the
term covers a broad spectrum. Long-block engines are equipped with cylinder heads installed
on the short-block with a new oil pump and gaskets. Fully dressed engines are available with all
of the aforementioned pieces, including a carburetor and plug wires. True crate engine
suppliers have few options available, to keep costs in line. When custom components are
added, production slows, adding cost to the unit. You can go for a mild hp version, or go to the
opposite extreme with the ultimate plus-hp big-block engine. The majority of shortand
long-block crate engines work with the Shark or Corvette C3 applications. The fully dressed
engines work, but some of the parts, such as oil pans, may need to be replaced in order to fit in
the chassis. This American Speed crate engine was a drop-in ready to fire a small-block. The
dynamometer tested , had hp, and ft-lbs of torque. Hooker Super Competition headers were
used to make sure all the available horsepower could be utilized. I have installed many of the
very popular Chevrolet Performance ZZ4 ci replacement engines in C3s. These engines pump
out hp with ft-lbs of torque. The assembly comes with an intake manifold, water pump, oil pan,
and HEI distributor. The â€” Sharks can benefit from the fresh HEI distributor, though, as it is a
direct replacement for the factory distributor. In addition, the long-style water pump is not
compatible with any Sharks. General Motors used short water pumps and the accompanying
accessory brackets on all Sharks. The intake manifold may have hood clearance issues on â€”
Sharks. The oil pan with the ZZ4 assembly fits in the frame but sits lower due to the deeper
sump. I replace the supplied oil pan with a later â€” Corvette oil pan to gain ground clearance. If
a ZZ is in your future, reselling the pieces may help offset the cost of the crate engine a bit.
Big-block engines always make a statement. The oval-port cylinder heads provide the
engineered components you need to deliver hp. The rotating assembly comes with a
forged-steel crankshaft, aluminum pistons, hydraulic roller camshaft, and oil pan. You have to
bolt on the supplied cylinder heads and add the required pieces to make it Shark friendly. The
beauty is that all the supplied components work in the Shark chassis, and you get to be a part
of the engine build. These components are as important as the engine itself. Leaving them off
your parts list can lead to frustration and added expense. All too often excessively worn engine
support pieces are installed on a fresh engine, causing it to run poorly. Parts such as these can
be found for sale at some very good cost savings because the owner did not install them, or
installed them incorrectly. Remember to factor into your budget all the ancillary items, such as
motor mounts and flywheel or flexplate. I cannot stress enough how important it is that the
ancillary items be replaced. Too often crate engines are installed with worn-out carburetors and
distributors in place. This causes so many problems because the engine does not run correctly.
Many projects end up being sold for this very reason; the engine never runs as intended or the
vehicle leaves the owner on the side of the road one too many times. All of the following
companies have many years of engine building experience, making them worthy of
consideration as the time comes near to pull the trigger. Always make sure the engine builder is
aware of any power adders that you may be considering. They will adjust compression ratios
and most likely recommend tougher rotating components to withstand the added stress. Not
mentioning that you may be installing powerenhancing components such as nitrous,
supercharging, or turbocharging can be disastrous, and result in a huge hole in the side of the
engine block and some important pieces hanging out. If any warranty is still in effect when the
big bang occurs, chances are that it will not be honored. Edelbrock offers a two-year warranty
with unlimited mileage. Chevrolet Performance and American Speed cover complete engines for
two years or 24, miles. The advantages to using the crate engine are all the new pieces used in
the construction of the assembly and a warranty to provide a secure feeling knowing that a
company is standing behind the product. Stroking a small-block Chevrolet has become very
popular. Chevrolet has stepped up with numerous ci crate engines. More cubic inches mean
more torque from the long connecting rods in small-engine-block architecture. This equates to
less weight under the hood and power that rivals a big-block, so your Shark handles much
better. It produces ft-lbs of torque, which provides plenty of grunt when coming out of a corner.
As with the ZZ4 small-block, the oil pan should be changed and the long-style water pump not

used. Edelbrock has a crate engine program similar to Chevrolet Performance, building specific
dynamometer-proven engines. Their program has ascending performance levels, starting with a
non-advertised horsepower or torque output E-Street ci long-block. The next step up uses the
E-Street ci long-block with their intake manifold and carburetor having an advertised
horsepower rating of with ft-lbs of torque. This Edelbrock E-Street crate engine PN is a drop-in
for any Shark; the intake manifold clearance is not an issue, and it comes with a Performer
series carburetor. The supplied MSD distributor works with and later Sharks because they do
not require a mechanical tachometer drive. Edelbrock also offers multiple configurations of ci
crate engines, so be very careful of intake manifold dimensions or a raised hood may be
required. Edelbrock big-block crate engines are high-output units starting with hp for the
carbureted version and hp for the Efiversion. The 10 available bigblocks are ci Dart iron blocks,
with a healthy Scat forged-steel crankshaft as a base with Edelbrock cylinder heads. These
engines require hood or engine placement modifications to fit into any Shark. Available crate
engine oil pans and other ancillary components may not work in the Shark chassis. American
Speed builds crate engines with an individualized approach, asking what your goals are, and
then recommends a base engine that can be modified to fit your application. Using a single
source for the info may be a better fit for the first-time performance builder to keep the project
on track and goals met. This is the absolute quickest, simplest way to achieve your goals with
minimal labor. Depending on your working environment this may be the way to go; building
engines in the driveway is tough, and the results are usually less than mediocre. Chevrolet
reinvented the smallblock with the LS series of engines. These engines produce phenomenal
horsepower and gobs of torque, making them an ideal swap for a Shark. LS1 engines were
introduced in , placing them with the fifth-generation Corvette. The Camaro and Firebird
received them for the model year. The first-design hp LS1 engine received an update in ,
increasing the cubic inches to ; it was designated LS2. At hp and ft-lbs of torque, the LS2 is one
potent factory engine for any performance Shark. LS6 versions of the original LS1 were created
in with a stronger engine block and better crankcase breathing. LS6 cylinder heads were
designed with better flow and sodium-filled valves for high-RPM use. LS6 intake manifolds were
redesigned LS1 pieces for better flow. LS7 internals are good for long life at high RPM with
forged steel crankshafts and titanium forged connecting rods. Even the lowly LS1 has plenty of
power, making it an excellent transplant in a Shark. And the fuel economy is astounding. The LS
engine has been installed on GM vehicles for more than 15 years, and millions of these engines
have been built. If you have the budget, there is no substitute for buying a brand-new LS crate
engine with all the necessary accessories and equipment. The majority of Chevrolet
Performance engines available are ready to drop in, with oil pan, intake manifold, valve covers,
and most electronics. Edelbrock is another source for drop-in ci LS engines with an E-force
supercharger pumping out more than hp. The cost of the installation is not for everyone, either.
A new LS crate engine is the safest bet and also the most costly. The cost of these parts can
quickly add up. Another alternative is buying the used engine and then modifying it with the
right camshaft, cylinder heads, and intakes. Get crazy and change the cylinder heads for the
ultimate power gain and then put it in the engine bay. Your other option is to buy a salvageyard
engine from a reputable supplier. With that being said, keep in mind that many used engines are
pulled from wrecked vehicles. Aluminum engine blocks or cases, as General Motors calls them
do not always hold up well in crashes and may have sustained serious damage. I have seen
broken areas on LS engines at the bellhousing, especially around the starter. LS engines
subjected to corrosive atmospheres salty roads, for example can make it very difficult to
remove the starter. Look over the engine carefully; many used parts suppliers do not work with
you concerning engines with broken cases after you have had the engine for a few weeks or
longer. When pursuing a used take-out engine, purchase the complete engine package,
sensors, harness, and Powertrain Control Module PCM to avoid incompatibility issues. As the
LS engine has evolved, General Motors updated and changed the engine management systems,
using different crankshaft position sensors. The major changes were the Gen III engine built
from to that featured a crankshaft reluctor with 24 teeth and the Gen IV engine released in with a
tooth reluctor wheel. These later reluctors are not compatible with one another and as a result,
the â€” PCM is not compatible with a and later engine. Each generation requires matching
pieces for the entire package to operate. There have been many other differences as LS engines
have evolved. If you plan to buy used assemblies from various suppliers or assembling them
piecemeal, you need to read up on the changes that have occurred for compatibility and
obtaining maximum performance. An LS engine swap is not terribly difficult to perform. Often
one of the most challenging parts of the install is integrating the electronics and wiring into the
chassis. In addition, the fuel system requires an electric pump and possibly a fuel return line to
make things work. The LS engine architecture changes require specific components to mate to

Gen I small- or big-block drivetrain components and secure the engine into the chassis.
Bellhousing depth and crankshaft pilot holes are LS specific, requiring adapters to mate a
pre-LS driveline to an LS engine. Engine mount configuration also requires adapter plates to
use the original Shark engine mounts. Engine accessory brackets are another area that requires
some thought. Lingenfelter Performance, for example, has a module that allows the use of the
or tooth crankshaft reluctor with any GM operating system. However, it makes more sense to
buy the complete package unless you are well versed in the operating systems. If you adapt one
system to another, this requires extensive wiring changes that most people are not capable of
doing. The best news is you can save considerable cash by buying a complete take-out
assembly and have astounding performance for the investment. The 4L60E or electronically
controlled auto transmission was introduced in for use in the Camaro and pickup trucks behind
a Gen I or II engine with a removable bellhousing. The next major change came in when the
4L60E was placed behind the LS engine along with major electronic control changes,
preventing the use of the earlier PCM for engine and transmission control. This is why it is very
important to use a complete engine and automatic transmission assembly with the
accompanying PCM to make the swap as easy as possible. If you find a deal on separate
components, it takes a lot of homework to make sure each component is compatible with the
PCM. The best plan here is to take the assembly and serial number from the transmission and
engine to the local Chevy dealer parts department and ask if they can decode it for you. The
engine comes with a drive-by-wire throttle body and for the most part is ready to run. General
Motors installed a fifth-generation Corvette oil pan that must be changed to fit the Shark
chassis. The fuel system does not require a fuel rail return line connection to make the install
easier in the old-school chassis. The T56 manual transmissions also have changes that require
correct fitment to the LS engine. It comes down to whether the T56 was installed on an early
engine or on an LS engine. Early T56s have a longer input shaft than the LS versions. There are
no changes in the electronics in early- to late-T56 transmissions. A couple of different clutch
configurations were used pull or push style , and to make it interesting the pre-LS flywheels
were dampened, eliminating clutch disc springs. This can become particularly challenging if
you find a perceived deal with a bunch of engine and transmission pieces in multiple boxes and
try to decipher whether they will work. This is why I highly recommend that you purchase the
whole package engine, transmission, complete harness, and PCM from the same vehicle. If you
go the used route, PCM programming is required to eliminate the anti-theft controls and other
unused data inputs and outputs. For instance, if you decide to install an LS while retaining your
original Muncie 4-speed or Turbo , the PCM programming is modified for the early transmission.
On the engine side of the programming, there is no need for the secondary oxygen sensors to
monitor the catalytic converters and they are programmed out. Each application requires
specific modifications and also requires custom programming from someone well versed in the
swap and the PCMs operation. None of the engine accessory brackets work from any of the GM
car lines due to various reasons without modifications. If you find an engine without any
accessory brackets, the cost may be deducted from the sale depending on the seller, plus it
gives you a wider range of prospective engines. Although your engine supplier may say the
brackets are not negotiable, they are valuable and can be sold separately if necessary. Do not
leave them behind. A buddy of mine did one of the first LS Shark transplants I know of in his
garage at home. Charlie purchased the complete assembly engine, transmission, wire harness,
and PCM destined for his convertible Shark. One very good reason to choose the F-Body LS
engine is the oil pan assembly fits into the Shark chassis as is. The C5 Corvette version has
wings on the lower oil pan section, requiring an F-Body-style replacement. Charlie has owned
this Shark for several years and has made a number of driveline changes, including a tuned port
engine swap early on. While the engine was being fitted into the engine compartment, the wire
harness and PCM were sent to Speartech for the necessary changes, making it a plug-and-play
harness swap. The PCM was modified, eliminating the anti-theft and other serial data lines that
were no longer used. This procedure eliminated the concern over what depth bellhousing and
crankshaft pilot was required. Additionally, all the original harness connections and shift
calibrations could be used. Often, the most difficult phases of almost any project are the wiring,
accessory drive, plumbing, and exhaust system requirements. After the harness and PCM have
been modified, you need to install the connectors in the correct sensors. The PCM requires a
volt battery and a couple of volt ignition supply wires. As the harness manufacturer
recommends, the ground circuits of the PCM should be carefully installed on the engine or
chassis. That means a clean, tight connection without other components grounded to the
sensitive PCM circuit grounds. Connection of the ancillary components should be discussed
with the harness modifier so the proper wires can be identified and tagged for simple
connection once you receive the harness. Cruise control input vehicle speed sensor wiring is

also part of the PCM harness that should be discussed whether you are using a new cruise or
original system. It comes down to putting together a comprehensive plan to make your task
easier. The harness modification time is the same no matter how many wires you require to be
identified, within reason. You need to route the wiring away from hot surfaces and sharp edges
that can damage the harness insulation coating. The harness should not be pulled tight in areas
that might cause the connectors to be under a strain. If the wiring harness is under stress, this
leads to premature failure and electrical problems. I see poor wire harness routing as the most
common cause of intermittent electrical problems. Also check the original forward lamp
harness for adequate alternator wiring. Most â€” Sharks had and amp alternators with puny
gauge alternator output wiring. The alternator has most likely been rebuilt numerous times and,
if the owner requested, upgraded to a higher amp output. An electrical specialty shop can
determine the output if you want to use the existing alternator. Integrating the cooling fan power
supply into the original forward lamp harness is a good idea while you are upgrading the
alternator wiring see Chapter 6. Wiring modifications are important for the best performance of
your engine and electrical system. The center 8-gauge red wire replaces the gauge wire, using a
much better crimp with heat shrink to reinforce the terminal connection. Depending on what
year Shark you are working with, the alternator supply wire may go to a connector near the
bulkhead connector and then connect to the starter as in the early cars, or go directly to the
starter, which is preferred. The black wire is a ground wire and must be connected directly to
the alternator for the best possible charging-system performance. The large connector with
multiple terminals is the C bulkhead connector that often causes trouble after many years of
service. When doing any performance work, check this bulkhead electrical connector for
corroded or burned terminals. In many cases the harness should be replaced due to corrosion
or high heat from poor connections. Starting with late Shark Corvette production, General
Motors used a starter extension harness to make engine installation even easier. This
six-terminal white-bodied connector connected all the high-amperage wires that ran to the
starter in an easy-toaccess location near the high blower relay. This connection fails on the
majority of Sharks due to poor-fitting terminals: in many cases it melts down completely. I
generally cut the connector off and solder the wires together for a permanent connection. You
can save a few bucks if you find an LS take-out engine from a â€” Camaro or Firebird. The
alternator and brackets work in the Shark chassis without modification. One thing to consider is
rebuilding or replacing the alternator. If you choose this setup, changing the alternator on the
side of the road would not be good. It must come out the front: the lower control arm prevents it
from dropping down and out. General Motors placed all the accessory components in an
alternate position on the â€” LS-equipped F-Bodies compared to the original Shark pieces,
making that the obstacle to overcome. Of course, the crossmember can be modified for the
low-mount compressor to save a few bucks; this is where smart money dictates using an
aftermarket bracket. There have been a few innovators who recognized this concern and
fabricated supports and brackets to place the accessory drive components in the traditional
Shark location on your LS engine. The earlier system on the LS engine had struts to adjust belt
tension with all kinds of pieces bolted together and poor pulley alignment. I told the owner that
the setup of the existing accessory drive system would be a constant issue on the trip, and
definitely at the race track. He said that was funny because the belt had already come off and he
installed a second one. These place the engine in the same position as the original small-block.
This LS engine was installed with original Corvette engine mounts onto the adapter mounting
plates. The rearmost LS engine bolts were used for the adapter plates onto the engine. I suggest
using interlocking or urethane mounts that cannot come apart. Remember that these
conversion plates use metric bolts. It is also a good idea to clearance the conversion plates to
allow removal of the large Allen-head coolant drain plug for future engine servicing. This oil pan
came on the engine and works in all Shark chassis. The and-up Corvette oil pans do not fit
because of their side wings, which allow slightly higher oil capacity. Most salvage yards do not
sell an oil pan from a running engine to be destroyed; many times the pan has been damaged.
The One Lap of America race is a true test of endurance. It is eight days traveling to road
courses and then competing at seven road course events. The entry held together and showed
no sign of abnormal belt wear over the entire event. If you install a Borgeson integral power
steering box or decide to use a different power steering pump hose, the connection is critical.
The hose at the top is a replacement factory-style hose for the â€” Shark. The hose to the left is
a custom hose assembly from NAPA and is a good alternative for a quick, easy fix to a modified
power steering pressure hose. If you want a custom-fitting hose for a modified system you can
use the Aeroquip blue hose and steel fittings. It is important to use steel end fittings because
the pressure in the system can build up during turning. The tube and fitting at the bottom right
is a custom assembly to connect the power steering pump to the power steering hoses.

Connecting the power steering and air-conditioning compressor hoses takes some plumbing
knowledge and some patience to properly install. Check the items you are using carefully for
compatibility. I often find a long run of powersteering steel tubing coming out of the pump with
no support. Over time the tube cracks, leaving you in the worst possible situation on the side of
a desolate road. Always look for possible pinch or chafe points that the hoses can be subjected
to; otherwise your pride and joy could spring a major leak. Never leave hoses or tubing on
headers or exhaust pipes. Applying insulation helps, but do not expect any insulated hose to
stay in constant contact with hot exhaust without some damage. Installing a â€” Corvette fuel
filter makes the return line side of the and-up fuel system installation simple. Place the fuel filter
close to the tank, one line in from the pump, and one line returning fuel to the tank at one end of
the filter. The other end of the filter has the fuel line out to the engine while maintaining 65 psi in
the fuel system. If you happen to have an earlier â€” LS engine, the same filter works by placing
it close to the engine and running the fuel return line into the filter. These filters are pricey due
to their dual purpose, regulating fuel pressure as it filters the fuel before it enters the engine.
Your LS swap requires a highpressure pump and some supply tubing modifications to feed the
newfound power. The â€” LS engines required fuel system return lines; and later LS engines
used a modified fuel filter, housing the fuel return system internally. Using the Corvette fuel
filter is the easiest way to overcome the installation of the return line. As with other plumbing,
make sure you route the fuel lines away from heat as much as possible, and avoid hose damage
from sharp edges. Chapter 4 covers the fuel system in detail from the fuel tank forward. Then
there is the throttle cable connection, which is going to require a different cable for the LS
installation. You could also use an electric oil pressure sender with a degree fitting so it is not
too close to the intake manifold where it resides at the rear of the engine. Adapter fittings are
available with straight metric threads converting them to NPT for the LS engine. Be careful
when installing adapter fittings: they need to be snugged down. Do not over-torque them. They
are delicate and break easily if over-tightened. One inadvertent bump and the fitting can break
off, causing oil to be pressure fed out of the engine. The integral power steering reservoir
makes the job a little easier. Installing the power steering hoses is also easier with this setup.
For example, the original heater hose fittings are too close to the upper control arm to work. The
easiest fix is to remove the straight hose fittings and install threaded fittings. Using a hose
clamp can cause leaks as the clamp applies so much pressure it cuts the hose. You need these
pipe taps to thread the water pump, which can be costly. In this case it may be smarter to have
your local machine shop handle this. Always use a tapping lubricant for aluminum or any
threading. Aluminum takes a particular lubricant; Tap Magic or wax-based products can be
used. Factory water inlets have a degree fitting, so they do not fit the lower radiator hose. This
Jegs water inlet offers a solution: a water inlet and a rubber radiator hose filler connection
adapter. The original water inlet is removed and the replacement is installed along with an early
small-block thermostat of your choice. These parts allow you to use the original Shark modified
lower radiator hose. This is also the thermostat housing and requires the correct thermostat to
fit the aftermarket inlet. The original GM hose is a push-on that is held in with a spring to
capture the tube. A piece of flexible hose suitable for gasoline that can withstand at least psi
should be used for the connection to the frame-mounted fuel line. Although the fuel system
pressure should never exceed psi for any reason, doubling the hoses burst pressure is a safety
factor. Step 6: Install Fly-by-Wire Accelerator If you decide to go fly-by-wire you need this
accelerator pedal assembly with built-in accelerator position sensors. General Motors also used
a TAC module for this assembly to function and is in the â€” Corvette and and later Camaro LS
engine installations. The benefit is that the pedal can be installed in just about any configuration
and wired easily. Step 7: Install Throttle Cable Bracket As a fly-by-wire alternative, this â€”
Camaro throttle cable bracket works fine with a Lokar universal accelerator cable to connect the
throttle. If you decide to use a R4 that uses a mechanical throttle valve cable, you have to come
up with a modified bracket and throttle body lever. This bracket is for the accelerator cable and
cruise only. Fitting the exhaust manifolds into the C3 is a typical problem when performing an
LS engine swap. Corvette LS cast-iron manifolds are the only choice at this time, due to the lack
of available direct fit headers. When bolted to an LS engine, these headers complement the
engine and neatly fit the C3 chassis. These are true ready-to-install pieces. You can install â€”
Corvette LS long-tube headers in a C3. They bolt in place, clearing any engine compartment
obstructions. However, these headers are positioned so closely together that they encroach on
the center transmission tunnel. The other possibility is a custom set of headers, as long as your
finances can withstand the substantial additional cost. Exhaust systems for the LS are covered
in Chapter 5, including the header sizing specifications. The whole used take-out package
concept saved a lot of money over finding individual pieces and putting them together. In
addition, I knew all the parts were compatible. Stress was also minimized by not trying to

procure the myriad of small pieces required to make all the systems come together and work in
harmony. The results were apparent immediately; the horsepower and torque gain were
phenomenal, with fuel mileage that rivaled a late-model vehicle. Although the swap is
controversial to some who want that original look, one ride would make the numbers-matching
Corvette fanatic think twice. This is the way Sharks were intended to be driven. Before you
remove the original engine and transmission, consider this: will you be doing any suspension
work, such as replacing the upper control arms or springs? If your plan is to do the front
suspension, cooling system, and engine replacement all at once, you first remove the radiator,
fan shroud, upper control arms, and then the engine. Once the engine and transmission are out,
it is difficult to compress the coil springs for front suspension disassembly. You may want to
hold off on doing those three separate steps until you have all the pieces set aside. The engine
removal and crate engine install takes at least four or five days if all goes well. Most likely you
will need extra time to clean up pieces and the engine compartment before the crate engine is
set into place. You can do the swap in your garage at home with just a few pieces of equipment.
All Sharks with power steering have this lower support bolted to the two vertical engine block
mounting bosses. They can be difficult to see. The easiest way to remove the pump is to take
the two long bolts out of the support from the front. Removing the bolts holding the support to
the pump is not necessary once the two front bolts are out and the rear nut is removed. The
pump drops down and lays on the frame, out of the way. Because of the difficulty of installing
these bolts, General Motors rounded the ends into a bullet point. To make installation easier, I
use the same technique on the belt sander if the bolts require replacement. A bench grinder
also works to round the end of the bolt; after the grinder or belt sander use a wire brush to
knock off any edges that have built up. Using a ratchet and socket can be quite difficult for
removal; wrenches with ratcheting ends make the task easier if no air tools are available. Note
the exhaust down-pipe has been removed before working with the engine mount bolt and nut.
Another tip is to remove the starter to gain better access at the bolt side. After the engine mount
bolt is removed, you can then remove the fuel hose from the supply line to fuel pump. Be
prepared: the fuel tank is higher than the fuel pump. When the hose is removed, fuel keeps
flowing until the tank is dry. I clamp the hose with a specially designed hose clamp that will not
damage the hose. Make sure you position the hose clamp on the smooth section of the bolt.
Chances are if the clamp is positioned on the threads fuel still seeps out. This is a serious
matter and can cause a devastating fire if not handled properly. General Motors used this
foam-rubber seal to keep hot air out of the transmission tunnel starting in after a year of dealing
with catalytic converter heat. The foam seal is sandwiched between the transmission tunnel and
the transmission case. One of the last things to do is remove the transmission bellhousing
bolts. If you see this seal you are working with a virgin Shark. Most likely few of these seals
were ever put back in place during any transmission service. If the seals become hard and
difficult to remove, I just tear them out. Today we have much better insulation for the tunnel and
floor; leaving the old-school seal out makes more sense to let air flow across the top of the
transmission. This later ZZ4 small-block engine uses an external balance flexplate. It is being
torqued to the prescribed 65 ft-lbs to prevent rear main seal leaks. Over-torquing the flexplate or
flywheel bolts distorts the one-piece crankshaft seal area. Early two-piece rear main seal
small-block and big-block engines use an internal balance flywheel or flexplate that is not
affected because the flywheel flexplate mounting flange is separate from the seal area. Applying
red Loctite to the bolts is always a good plan after cleaning the threads and threaded holes with
brake cleaner. To the right of the socket is a locating dowel that presses into the crankshaft. It is
recommended that one be used in all performance applications to prevent the flywheel from
rocking back and forth, eventually wearing away at the bolt threads. The ZZ4 ci engine is one of
the most popular and one of the first crate engines offered by Chevrolet Performance, which
makes it a well-known popular engine for many applications. This Shark has Energy
Suspension urethane engine mounts that take the place of the factory mounts. These mounts
are recommended for those who like to leave the line hard. They are designed to keep your
engine in place even if the urethane breaks away. You will notice that I prefer to install the plug
wires under the exhaust; I do not like the look of wires all over the place under the hood. Shark
headers and exhaust manifolds work best with the plug wires in this position; they suffer less
heat damage over the long run. Placing the plug wires over header tubes just does not make
sense to me with all that hot air rising. I am all about being neat, though, and believe the plug
wires must be retained for long life. On this crate complete engine, one of the first concerns was
whether the fuel pump fittings would hit the frame. During engine installation be sure check this
area carefully; most aftermarket fuel pumps are larger in diameter and come very close to the
frame rail. On a positive note, the Edelbrock fuel pump allows you to reposition the lower
section of the fuel pump for the best fit in your application. I removed the lower section and

made sure the lines would connect without hitting the frame. The stainless-steel braided fuel
supply hose also proved to be a problem; the long sweep elbow fittings were in the way of the
lower hose. If you decide to install the pump after engine installation, make sure the engine
mount bolt comes in from the backside of the engine or you will have to remove the fuel pump
for bolt removal. Depending on the application, I prefer to use the factory plug wire shielding if
possible. This headerequipped engine allowed the use of the lower shields. These shields keep
expensive high-quality spark plug wires in good condition for up to , miles, even in performance
applications. The wires are not subjected to direct header heat and are left alone. The more you
move the wires, the better chance there is of breaking the inner graphite core. This later engine
uses a dipstick that bolts to the block: some bolt to an exhaust manifold or header bolt, which
can get you in trouble. Always verify that you are using the correct-length dipstick, and then
check it for accuracy when the oil is full. I have fixed many engines by simply draining the
additional oil and installing the correct-length dipstick. One engine had 12 quarts of oil in a
4-quart oil pan; no one thought that it was odd that the engine required so much oil to hit the
full mark on the dipstick. Gear reduction starters are the best choices for header and
large-sump oil pans. They install easier and crank better under high-heat loads. General Motors
used two different starters for all small-block engines; if the mounting boltholes are inline it is
for a small-diameter tooth flywheel or flexplate. Staggered bolthole-mounted starters are for
large-diameter tooth flywheels and all big-block applications. Aftermarket starters typically do
not use the staggered bolt mounting; they can be configured for either-diameter flywheel with
the inline boltholes. If you have a yellow or tan wire it is for a points-equipped distributor and
has no connection on the aftermarket starter. You either have to go to electronic ignition or
keep your old-school starter. It must be connected to the starter mounting bolt or to the
transmission-to-engine mounting bolt; I prefer the latter. Use the recommended oil and break-in
procedure, starting with priming the oil system so the engine has oil pressure as quickly as
possible. It is always important to check and adjust ignition timing carefully to prevent extreme
cylinder heat during engine break-in. You absolutely do not want to have retarded ignition
timing as your headers will be glowing red. On the flip side, too much advance causes spark
knock that can take out a piston very quickly. LS engines are ready to go; no worries on timing,
idle fuel mixture, or idle speed. Long periods with the throttle held in one position build engine
heat and the piston rings take longer to seat. Accelerating the engine helps to put pressure on
the piston rings, which allows them to conform to the cylinder walls more quickly. Check for
coolant, oil, or fuel leaks, then get ready for your first drive with your new engine. If you liked
this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an
exclusive deal on this book. Jet engines and cars don't exactly go well together, but we can't
help but love when someone combines them. This latest example is a C3-generation Corvette
that's had its factory motor removed in favor of an horsepower turboshaft powertrain. We're big
fans. It uses a turboshaft design, meaning it feeds power through a spinning shaft that can
connect to a transmission, just like any other motor. The engine itself extends from the front of
the bay all the way into the cabin, and even has functional air conditioning. One of the most
challenging things for engineers was being able to dissipate the massive amou
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nt of hot exhaust air coming from the engine. They designed a unique Inconel exhaust with
rectangular pathways that led to a massive exit out back, occupying the space where there
would normally be a diffuser. It's a hell of a thing to look at:. Of course, this Corvette is a bit
quicker than your average C3. It can even give the new mid-engine C8 a run for its money.
Thanks to the engine's massive power, it can accelerate from in less than three seconds, and hit
speeds over mph. The engine idles at around 70 to 90 mph. Considering the amount of custom
work done here, we don't doubt it. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. Barcroft Cars. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
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